Introduction
============

Achieving a robust structural and functional genome sequence annotation is essential to provide the foundation for further relevant biological studies. Genome annotation consists of identifying and attaching biological information to sequence features. It represents one of the most difficult tasks in genome sequencing projects (Elsik et al., [@B17]), particularly today where the advent of high-throughput next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies enables genome sequences to be produced at a high pace. The reality at present is that new genomes are being sequenced at a faster rate than they are being fully and correctly annotated (Cantarel et al., [@B8]). It took about 7 years and a large community effort to sequence and fully annotate the *Arabidopsis thaliana* (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, [@B58]) and rice genomes (International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, [@B25]) at a quality that none of the other genome sequenced after have reached yet. In the past 5 years, the production of plant genome sequences has grown exponentially (for a review see Feuillet et al., [@B20]). On August 2011, the NCBI Entrez Genome Project web site[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} listed 135 land plant genome sequencing projects including 36 completed or assembled genomes and 101 in progress. Out of the 36 sequenced genomes, 23 have been released in the past 2 years[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}. Among those, only two genomes larger than 1 Gb, maize (Schnable et al., [@B53]) and soybean (Schmutz et al., [@B52]), have been sequenced and annotated.

Genome annotation is generally a long and recursive process, the difficulty of which increases with the size and complexity of the genome. It relies on a successive combination of software, algorithms, and methods, as well as the availability of accurate and updated sequence databanks. To manage the large amount of data generated by \>1 Gb genome size sequencing projects, sequence annotation needs to be automated, i.e., performed through a pipeline that combines all different programs and minimizes subsequent manual curation which is long and laborious. Four categories of pipelines are available to support plant genomes annotation, as follows:

1.  Simple commercial software such as Vector NTI[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} and DNASTAR[^4^](#fn4){ref-type="fn"}. Usually, these pipelines are not available on the web and they are not free of charge, even for academic research. Most importantly, they cannot be easily customized for specific needs.

2.  Suites of scripts that generate computational evidence for further manual curation. For example, DAWGPAWS[^5^](#fn5){ref-type="fn"} (Estill and Bennetzen, [@B18]) -- has been developed for annotating wheat BAC contigs and works as a series of command line programs that result in GFF output files. Such a type of pipeline is not available on the web and can only be used by skilled bioinformaticians.

3.  "In-house" pipelines. A number of these have been developed by communities to annotate model plant genomes, e.g., rice (Ouyang and Buell, [@B39]; International Rice Genome Sequencing Project, [@B25]) or by major genomic resource centers such as the DOE/JGI[^6^](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}, the MIPS[^7^](#fn7){ref-type="fn"}, Gramene (Liang et al., [@B31])[^8^](#fn8){ref-type="fn"}, GenBank[^9^](#fn9){ref-type="fn"}, and EBI (Curwen et al., [@B13])[^10^](#fn10){ref-type="fn"}. Although these pipelines are of high quality and are generally based on massive informatics resources, they are not directly accessible to users from outside. In general, these genomic and bioinformatics platforms have their own projects and priorities.

4.  Automated annotation pipelines available on the web. The first pipeline of this kind, RiceGAAS (Sakata et al., [@B48]) was developed originally for the annotation of the rice genome. Since then a few others have been established such as DNA subway (iPlant, USA)[^11^](#fn11){ref-type="fn"}, FPGP (Amano et al., [@B2]) and MAKER (Cantarel et al., [@B8]). They all have web user-friendly interfaces; however, the online access limits the capacity to perform annotation of large genomes within a reasonable time. Thus, until now, none of the publicly available, online pipelines enables a thorough annotation of large genome sequences.

The International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC)[^12^](#fn12){ref-type="fn"} was launched in 2005 with the aim of achieving a reference sequence for the hexaploid (2*n* = 6× = 42, AABBDD) bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring genome. The strategy established by the IWGSC follows a chromosome-based approach that relies on the physical mapping and minimal tiling path (MTP) sequencing of each of the 21 individual chromosomes of bread wheat (Feuillet and Eversole, [@B19]). The first physical map of a wheat chromosome was established in our laboratory in 2008 for the 1-Gb chromosome 3B (Paux et al., [@B41]). A MTP comprising 8,448 BAC clones and 1,282 contigs has been designed and is used currently to obtain a reference sequence with NGS technologies[^13^](#fn13){ref-type="fn"}. Wheat chromosome sizes range from 600 Mb to 1 Gb (Doležel et al., [@B16]) and therefore, even with a chromosome-based approach, the annotation of the 17-Gb of the hexaploid wheat genome represents a major bioinformatics challenge. Previous work showed that the wheat genome consists of about 90% of transposable elements (TEs; Flavell et al., [@B22]; Li et al., [@B30]; Paux et al., [@B42]) with less than 10 families representing more than 50% of the TEs (Choulet et al., [@B11]). TEs are increasingly recognized for their key role in evolutionary changes, regulatory innovation. They are no longer considered "junk DNA," the annotation of which is not relevant and should simply be "masked" for further gene identification. Therefore, bioinformatics tools, such as REPET (Quesneville et al., [@B44]), that specifically aim at annotating TEs are needed for TE-rich genomes like wheat. It has also become clear that genes are found all along the wheat chromosomes (Devos et al., [@B15]; Rustenholz et al., [@B47]) and are embedded in the form of very small islands of two to three genes on average in the TE matrix (Choulet et al., [@B11]). Finally, the increasing recognition that small non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are key molecules in the regulation of various biological processes in plants (Bonnet et al., [@B5]; Meyers et al., [@B35],[@B36]) has triggered efforts to improve their annotation in genome sequencing projects (Meyers et al., [@B35]). Thus, if we want to efficiently and accurately relate genome annotation to biological functions and phenotypes in wheat, genome annotation should not only focus on the prediction and annotation of "genes" and low copy sequences but should also provide an accurate annotation of TEs and other non-protein-coding features.

To support the annotation of the wheat genome as well as to provide other communities coping with large and complex genomes with a useful resource for annotation, we wanted to develop an automated annotation pipeline that: (1) enables rapid and robust structural and functional annotation of genes as well as of TEs and protein non-coding features; (2) is versatile, i.e., is accessible through a user-friendly web interface to allow for the rapid analysis of a few hundred BAC clones/contigs, but can also accommodate large genome scale projects; and (3) provides output files that can be retrieved easily or visualized directly on a web interface. Moreover, to ensure an efficient use of the sequence information, we wanted the annotation to be linked to databases containing genetic and physical maps, markers, genes, and QTL, phenotypes, "omics" data, etc. Since none of the previously mentioned pipelines met all these criteria, we developed a new pipeline called "TriAnnot" with the aim of integrating the best features of different pipelines and linking a versatile system to the integrated wheat databases established at the INRA URGI (GnpIS)[^14^](#fn14){ref-type="fn"}. Here, we provide a detailed description of the features of the TriAnnot V3.5 pipeline[^15^](#fn15){ref-type="fn"}, an evaluation of its performance through the annotation of curated reference sequence sets from wheat and rice, and the comparison of the gene annotation fitness in term of sensitivity (*Sn*) and specificity (*Sp*) with other well known annotation pipelines.

Results
=======

General architecture of the TriAnnot pipeline
---------------------------------------------

The general architecture is modular and easily customizable using an xml formatted file (step.xml). It consists of four main panels (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): Panel I for TEs annotation and masking; Panel II for structural and functional annotation of protein-coding genes; Panel III for the identification of ncRNA genes and conserved non-coding sequences; and, Panel IV for molecular markers development. Each panel is divided into different modules or steps that correspond to a bioinformatics program (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material for a description of each module).

![**An overview of the workflow supported by the TriAnnot pipeline V3.5**. The four main panels are displayed. Each panel contains modules and each module can use one or more bioinformatics programs and databanks. The detailed description of each panel and module is provided in the text. CNSs, conserved non-coding sequences; ncRNA, non-coding RNA; SSRs, simple sequence repeats or microsatellites; TEannot, pipeline for transposable elements annotation (REPET package -- Quesneville et al., [@B44]).](fpls-03-00005-g001){#F1}

### Panel I -- transposable elements

Three strategies are followed to annotate the TEs. First, TriAnnot uses a sophisticated approach based on TEannot which is part of the REPET package developed by Quesneville et al. ([@B44]). The main utility of TEannot is that it links segmental portions of TEs that are fragmented into several pieces through the insertions of other elements, thereby allowing the analysis of the nested pattern of TEs in wheat (Flutre et al., [@B23]). TriAnnot follows the guideline and the three-letters code of Wicker et al. ([@B62]) for the classification of TEs. The second approach is based on a classical similarity search performed by RepeatMasker (Smit, [@B56]) against the TREP databank (Wicker et al., [@B61]) and "in-house" annotated TEs (Choulet et al., [@B11]). Seven other repeat databanks are also available for more exhaustive analyses (Tables S1 and S2 in Supplementary Material). Subsequently, TriAnnot performs a similarity search at the protein level using BLASTX against TREPprot[^16^](#fn16){ref-type="fn"}. In a third complementary approach, TriAnnot uses the k-mer composition to mask repeated regions using an Mathematically Defined Repeats index of 17-mer frequency that was computed with Tallymer (Kurtz et al., [@B28]) on an Illumina reads sample representing 2× coverage of sorted chromosome 3B (Choulet et al., [@B11]). With this index, TriAnnot masks highly repeated 17-mers within a query sequence. Eventually, Panel I produces soft and hard-masked sequences that are further analyzed in Panel II and, a graph of the k-mer frequency along the sequence that can be displayed under the graphical viewer ARTEMIS (Carver et al., [@B9]).

### Panel II -- structural and functional annotation of protein-coding genes

#### Structural annotation

Exon--intron structures and the protein-coding sequences (CDS) can be predicted *ab initio*, by sequence similarity, or through a combination of the two approaches. TriAnnot follows these three strategies. For *ab initio* gene prediction, TriAnnot uses four programs: FGeneSH[^17^](#fn17){ref-type="fn"}, GeneID (Guigo et al., [@B24]), GeneMarkHMM (Lukashin and Borodovsky, [@B34]; Lomsadze et al., [@B32]), and augustus (Stanke and Waack, [@B57]). Because of the lack of training dataset, none of these predictors has been trained specifically for wheat. Only, FGeneSH has been trained for monocotyledons. The TriAnnot pipeline can launch each of these programs either on the initial sequence or on the TE-masked sequence obtained after Panel I analysis. Currently, augustus is emphasized within the TriAnnot pipeline as it gives the best specificity/sensitivity ratio (see evaluation section below). Similarity approaches, based on BLAST (Altschul et al., [@B1]), can also be performed on the initial sequence or on the TE-masked sequence following a two-step methodology. First, BLASTN and BLASTX are used to find significant similarities within transcript and protein databanks, respectively. TriAnnot currently uses 73 databanks (Table S2 in Supplementary Material) that are updated twice a year. Then, BLAST hit sequences are retrieved and aligned against the sequence using exonerate (Slater and Birney, [@B55]) for proteins and transcripts or Gmap (Wu and Watanabe, [@B63]) for transcripts only. These two programs compute spliced alignments to identify exon/intron junctions precisely.

The outputs of the *ab initio* and similarity search analyses are then used to perform gene modeling following two strategies. The first one relies on SIMsearch, a gene modeling program based on FPGP (Amano et al., [@B2]) that was developed specifically for the TriAnnot pipeline. SIMsearch follows five main steps to build a gene model:

1.  • Step 1: BLASTN (≥80% nucleotide identity and ≥80% nucleotide coverage) is performed against a databank (SIMnuc) comprising plant FL-cDNAs and CDSs from grass genomes.

2.  • Step 2: BLASTN hit sequences are retrieved and a spliced alignment against the sequence is produced with est2genome (Mott, [@B38]).

3.  • Step 3: BLASTX is performed against the SIMprot databank which is composed of refSeqPlantProt (from NCBI), proteins derived from the annotation of *Oryza sativa* (IRGSP) and *Brachypodium distachyon* as well as proteomes of *Hordeum* and *Triticum* species. The best hit is used by SIMsearch to define an Open Reading Frame (ORF). If start and/or stop codons cannot be found within the aligned region, the ORF is extended in both 5′ and 3′ directions as described by Amano et al. ([@B2]). If no protein hit is found, then SIMsearch can use a relevant *ab initio* prediction to predict the ORF. Homologous hits without initiation and/or termination codon or for which no *ab initio* prediction can be found are discarded.

4.  • Step 4: The best gene model is defined using a priority list (gene coverage, gene identity, category of source transcript, mapped region of the transcript, number of exon, CDS length, and amino acid identity). NB: The present version of TriAnnot does not display yet alternative spliced transcripts variants.

The second strategy uses the gene combiner EuGene (Schiex et al., [@B51]). In the current version of TriAnnot, EuGene combines augustus predictions (with a wheat matrix) with spliced alignments of wheat-ESTs, SIMnuc, and SIMprot generated by exonerate.

Six categories of gene models have been defined to reflect the reliability of the predictions and provide a quality index to the annotator. Categories 0--3 correspond to similarity search with SIMsearch based on the following biological evidence:

1.  ○ Cat0: mRNA of gene manually curated from previous wheat genome annotation,

2.  ○ Cat1: *Triticum* and *Aegilops* Full-length cDNAs,

3.  ○ Cat2: Poaceae Full-length cDNAs,

4.  ○ Cat3: CDS from *O. sativa* (IRGSP) and *B. distachyon* genomes annotation.

The gene models predicted by EuGene belong to Category 4 (Cat4) whereas *ab initio* predictions fall into Category 5 (Cat5).

In a final step, the gene models predicted by the *ab initio* program, SIMsearch and EuGene are merged using a "Merge" program in a stepwise manner which retains EuGene models that do not overlap with SIMsearch models and *ab initio* models that do not overlap with either SIMsearch or EuGene models. "Merge" also prioritizes the different categories of prediction obtained in the previous steps with the following order: Cat0 \> Cat1 \> Cat2 \> Cat3 \> Cat4 \> Cat5. If a gene is identified in two categories, e.g., Cat1 and Cat4, then the Cat1 gene prediction is kept and the Cat4 that relies on less solid biological evidence is discarded. To provide users with a representation of the quality index for the gene prediction, TriAnnot displays a color coded system in which each of the above mentioned six categories is symbolized with a specific color (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The gene models are soft-masked for further analysis in Panel III.

![**Color coded system established to provide a quality index for the gene annotation in TriAnnot**. Six categories (Cat0--Cat5) have been defined depending on the approach and the biological evidences used for the analysis. FL-cDNAs, full-length cDNAs. The SMInuc and SIMprot databanks are described in more details Table S2 in Supplementary Material.](fpls-03-00005-g002){#F2}

#### Functional annotation

Putative function for the gene models are assigned via a combination of similarity search (BLASTP) against several protein databanks and against the Pfam (Sammut et al., [@B49]; Finn et al., [@B21]) protein domain collection with HMMER 3.0[^18^](#fn18){ref-type="fn"}. TriAnnot follows a nomenclature based on the guideline established in 2006 by the IWGSC annotation working group[^19^](#fn19){ref-type="fn"}:

1.  • "known function": when \>80% identity over \>80% of the protein length is found with a known protein in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot. This category reflects the highest quality for functional annotation.

2.  • "putative function": when \>45% similarity over \>50% of the protein length is found with a known protein in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and UniProtKB/TrEMBL.

3.  • "domain-containing-protein": when there is no significant BLASTP hit with a known or putative function in the previous steps, but one or more Pfam domains (Sammut et al., [@B49]; Finn et al., [@B21]) are identified.

4.  • "expressed sequence": based on TBLASTN against plant EST databanks with \>45% identity and \>50% coverage.

5.  • "conserved-unknown function": when no expressed sequence is found, and when \>45% similarity over \>50% of the protein length is found only with an unknown function (i.e., a protein annotated as "putative" or "hypothetical") in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot and UniProtKB/TrEMBL.

6.  • "hypothetical protein": when no similarity is found, either in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot or UniProtKB/TrEMBL, or Pfam domain or ESTs.

In addition, TriAnnot provides Gene Ontology (GO) terms[^20^](#fn20){ref-type="fn"} for each gene model and protein domain predictions based on InterProScan (Zdobnov and Apweiler, [@B64]) search against Pfam (Sammut et al., [@B49]; Finn et al., [@B21]), Prosite (Sigrist et al., [@B54]), and SMART (Letunic et al., [@B29]).

#### Identification of homologous proteins in other plant species

Comparative sequence analysis of genomic regions from related species can greatly support gene identification in the annotation process. For all gene models, TriAnnot searches for the best BLASTP hit with plant proteomes including *A. thaliana*, *O. sativa* (IRSGP annotations), *Zea mays*, *Sorghum bicolor*, *B. distachyon*, and *Saccharum officinarum* as well as with the NCBI non-redundant protein databank (nr; Table S2 in Supplementary Material). In addition, the alignment with the best hit is parsed in order to check for the presence of gaps (\>9 amino acids) that can reveal missing or additional exons in the gene model compared to its homolog.

### Panel III -- identification of non-coding RNA genes and conserved non-coding sequences

#### ncRNAs

TriAnnot allows for the identification of other sequence features based on specific bioinformatics programs such as tRNAscan (Lowe and Eddy, [@B33]). This module will be completed by programs for the identification of small non-coding RNAs (siRNA, miRNA) by rnaspace[^21^](#fn21){ref-type="fn"} in the next version of TriAnnot.

#### Conserved non-coding sequences

TriAnnot is also seeking for other sequence features based on comparative genomics using BLASTN/BLASTX search similarities against major plant genomes (*Arabidopsis*, *Oryza*, *Zea*, *Sorghum*, *Brachypodium*). This similarity search is performed on un-annotated portions of the query sequence (hard-masked for TEs and gene models).This module also allows identifying pseudogenes using BLASTX against public protein databanks and searches against the plastids and mitochondrial genomes (Table S2 in Supplementary Material) to identify fragment of such sequences integrated into the nuclear genomes.

### Panel IV -- marker design

Simple sequence repeats (SSR) or microsatellites have been extensively used for molecular marker design in plants (Paux and Sourdille, [@B43]). In wheat, their density was estimated to one SSR every 13.1 kb (Choulet et al., [@B11]). TriAnnot uses the TRF program (Tandem Repeats Finder; Benson, [@B4]) with specific parameters to enhance the finding of such repeats (Table S1 in Supplementary Material). This will be complemented with other marker type detection modules.

TriAnnot runs on a parallel computing environment
-------------------------------------------------

To deal with the annotation of Gb-sized sequences, such as the 1-Gb wheat chromosome 3B, and thereafter the annotation of the remaining 20 wheat chromosomes under the umbrella of IWGSC[^22^](#fn22){ref-type="fn"}, the architecture of the pipeline is oriented toward parallel computing. To speed up the annotation process, the pipeline executes parallel tasks taking into consideration task dependencies so that the pipeline can manage a logical data flow. It reads a *Tasks list* XML file that defines the list of tasks to be executed and enters the main loop until each task is completed (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For job monitoring, the master program (MP) relies on the REPET Application Programming Interface which uses a MySQL database to exchange status information between jobs and the MP. When all dependencies are satisfied for a given task, the MP submits a Program Launcher Job to the cluster. When the Program Launcher results are available, the MP submits a Parser Launcher Job to the cluster which generates GFF and EMBL files. Both Program and Parser launcher jobs update their status in the MySQL database and generate an XML *Result* file. This file gives detailed information about the task execution status (e.g., CPU and memory usage, created files, execution/parsing results...). Along the process, the MP constantly checks the status of each submitted job (*waiting* for execution in the cluster queue, *running* on a computing node, *finished* or *failed*). In case of failure, since errors are reported in the MySQL database or in the *Result* file, it becomes possible to resume the pipeline at the exact step where it failed instead of launching the entire analysis again. This contributes to the quality and efficiency of the pipeline. At present, the TriAnnot pipeline runs on a high-throughput cluster composed of 712 CPU representing 8.5 Tflops that enabled the annotation of 96 fragments of 200 Kb of the wheat genome (145 genes; Choulet et al., [@B11]) in less than 5 h with a default analysis step.xml file (Table S3 in Supplementary Material) and in less than 7 h with a full analysis (Table S1 in Supplementary Material). With this, the automatic structural and functional annotation of the whole 3B chromosome, representing 1 Gb scattered into \~16,000 scaffolds, has been performed in less than 5 days.

![**Schematic representation of the master program (MP)**. "Tasks list": list of tasks to be executed and their parameters (XML file). Each task may depend on the results produced by a preceding task and this information is also specified in the XML file. When all the dependencies are satisfied for a given task, it is submitted to the computing cluster by running a "Program Launcher" job (Run tasks). When the "Program Launcher" is completed, a "Parser Launcher" job is submitted (Run parsing) to generate GFF and EMBL files from the program output. These scripts update their status in a MySQL database and write XML files to summarize the execution result. The main program checks both the database (Check Status) and the result files (Check result files) to monitor running jobs. When all tasks are completed, the master program ends the pipeline (Finished).](fpls-03-00005-g003){#F3}

TriAnnot can be used for small and large scale analyses
-------------------------------------------------------

The TriAnnot pipeline can be accessed at <http://www.clermont.inra.fr/triannot/with> a login and password that is provided, for server security reasons, after the signature of an "Agreement and Access Rights" document[^23^](#fn23){ref-type="fn"}.

In principle, the pipeline can be used to annotate full genomes. However for technical reasons and parallelization purposes, the upper limit for submitting a sequence at once is set to 3 Mb in the current version. Annotating several Mb or Gb of sequence this way would be cumbersome and therefore, the online access is more adapted to small scale analyses (i.e., BAC or small BAC contigs) in which the user can submit its sequence directly on the webpage (copy/paste or download) and start the analysis with a single click. In this configuration, TriAnnot can deliver a BAC annotation in less than 1 h.

Large datasets (\>10 Mb) can be uploaded, upon request to triannot-support\@clermont.inra.fr, in a specific repository on the cluster at URGI (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A simple program launcher is then used to launch the TriAnnot pipeline on the parallelized environment. In this case, pending that all nodes are available, 1 Gb of sequence can be analyzed in less than 5 days.

![**Schematic representation of the different options to access and use TriAnnot for genome sequence annotation**. The process for small scale analyses (individual BACs or a few BAC contigs) that are performed directly on the web is represented on the left hand side. The process that enables large scale analysis (several thousand of sequences) through the automated download and annotation with direct manual curation in a CHADO database is described on the right hand side. The curation can be performed either with ARTEMIS, GenomeView or APOLLO graphical editors. Curated annotation can then be displayed with a GBrowse graphical viewer through internet. The future architecture of the pipeline with seven panels is represented on the Cluster.](fpls-03-00005-g004){#F4}

Once the analysis is completed, an email containing links to download all output files (EMBL and GFF files, masked sequences, best hit alignments, gene model and translated sequences) and visualize the annotation in GBrowse is sent to the user (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, a log file summarizing the entire pipeline process is provided for traceability. The GFF files are in a format suitable for further integration into a CHADO database (Zhou et al., [@B65]; Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The first line of each GFF file contains information about the databanks and software versions used during the analysis. The EMBL files are suitable for manual curation under ARTEMIS (Carver et al., [@B9]) and GenomeView[^24^](#fn24){ref-type="fn"}. The GBrowse has been configured to display nine tracks based on the default analysis (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}):

![**GBrowse graphical display of a 117-kb sequence scaffold from the wheat chromosome 3B**. The upper part shows the sequence and the window corresponding to the region for which annotation features are displayed in the central part. The bottom part presents the different databases that are used for the annotation. The ticked boxes indicate the databases that were used for the annotation of this sequence. The "Structural and Functional Gene Annotations" track represents the final gene models with the six color index categories described in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. All other tracks are biological or *ab initio* evidences. The GBrowse display is available only for a default analysis.](fpls-03-00005-g005){#F5}

1.  -- 1. Gene models (with the confidence color code),

2.  -- 2a,b,c. Biological evidences,

3.  -- 3. Best hits in related species,

4.  -- 4. TEs,

5.  -- 5. Conserved non-coding sequences, tRNAs and organelle-like sequences,

6.  -- 6. BLASTX search,

7.  -- 7. Molecular markers.

Gbrowse allows the user to retrieve individual features such as gene, mRNA, CDS, or protein sequences for further analyses. The results are available online for 15 days.

The code of TriAnnot (Perl and Python) is available upon request and groups can choose to install the program in-house instead of running the analysis on the URGI server. However, such installation may require extensive skills in informatics and bioinformatics. INRA will not be able to provide technical support for the installation except in the framework of formal collaborations.

Evaluation of TriAnnot performances
-----------------------------------

### Evaluation of TriAnnot using a wheat curated dataset

A reference dataset of 145 manually curated genes, carried by 96 fragments of 200 Kb belonging to 12 contigs of the wheat chromosome 3B (Choulet et al., [@B11]), was used to evaluate the accuracy of the TriAnnot gene predictions. The CDS coordinates were checked with the Eval software (Keibler and Brent, [@B27]) that estimates the specificity (*Sp*) and the sensitivity (*Sn*) of the gene predictions. They are defined as: *Sp* = TP/(TP + FP) and *Sn *= TP/(TP + FN) where TP are true positives (a reference gene which is predicted with exact CDS coordinates), FP are false positives (a predicted gene the CDS coordinates of which are not exact or a predicted gene that does not correspond to a reference gene), and FN are false negatives (a reference gene which is not predicted or a predicted gene that does not correspond to a reference gene). This mode of calculation ensures that the *Sn* and *Sp* values never exceed 100%. *Sp* and *Sn* are calculated systematically for genes (*Sn*G, *Sp*G) and exons (*Sn*E, *Sp*E). Both then are considered to calculate a fitness value defined as Ft = (*Sn*G × *Sp*G × *Sn*E × *Sp*E)^0.25^.

In a first analysis, we wanted to evaluate the accuracy of TriAnnot, i.e., the capacity to identify correctly the 145 manually predicted genes. All additional predictions (FPs) were not considered. The results reveal that 80 genes (∼55%) were annotated correctly by TriAnnot (TP genes). Among them, 47 (58.7%) belong to Cat1; 19 (23.7%) to Cat2; 6 (7.5%) to Cat3; 2 (0.02%) to Cat4, and 6 (7.5%) to Cat5. In addition, 55 genes (∼38%) were predicted but with inconsistencies in their structure compared to the reference annotation. They were considered as FP and FN. Finally, 10 genes (∼7%) were missing in the TriAnnot predictions and were considered as FN. With 80 TP, 55 FP, and 65 FN, the sensitivity (*Sn*) and the specificity (*Sp*) at the gene level were of 55 and 59%, respectively. New biological evidence enabled us to modify the manual reference annotation for 12 genes among the 55 FPs and consider them as TP genes. Taking these into account, the number of TP genes is 92 (∼63.0%) leading to *Sn* and *Sp* values, at the gene level, of 63 and 68% respectively. Thus, in total, more than 93% of the 145 reference genes were identified by the TriAnnot pipeline including ∼30% that showed discrepancies (ATG, intron/exon junction, number of exon) with the reference annotation. These results made us confident that the TriAnnot pipeline delivers a robust automated annotation.

In a second analysis, we evaluated the performance of TriAnnot compared to that of three other pipelines (MIPS, RiceGAAS and FPGP) that were used for the annotation of other plant species (rice, *Brachypodium*...) and therefore, were not optimized for wheat. For this analysis, all FP genes were taken into account to enable the assessment of specificity. RiceGAAS predicted the highest number of genes (848) and the lowest fitness (22.9%) of all (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This is because this pipeline relies mostly on *ab initio* predictions obtained with gene predictors that are not trained for wheat but rice. The TriAnnot SIMsearch module was derived from FPGP (Amano et al., [@B2]) and adapted to wheat. The results show that SIMsearch has a higher specificity resulting in a higher fitness (63.7 versus 45.8%) than FPGP demonstrating that it is well adapted to wheat. Finally, comparisons between TriAnnot and the MIPS pipeline that also combines *ab initio* gene predictions and similarity searches, showed that the TriAnnot annotation results in a higher fitness (49.5 versus 40.3%; Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The main difference is likely the result of the higher sensitivity and specificity at the gene and exon levels provided by the SIMsearch module which is specifically adapted to wheat. In all cases, TriAnnot found more true positives than the other pipelines (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Thus, we conclude that by using an optimized pipeline with trained algorithms and adapted sequence resources, TriAnnot is a powerful and robust pipeline for the automated annotation of the wheat genome sequence with potential application to other genomes.

###### 

**Comparisons of the fitness of TriAnnot with other well known annotation pipelines based on a reference dataset containing 145 genes (17.9 Mb of wheat chromosome 3B)**.

  Pipelines                                                  Predicted genes   TP[^1^](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Gene   Exon   Fitness[^2^](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}          
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------------------------------------------ ------ ------
  FPGP                                                       304               69                                    46.6   22.7   71.3                                       58.3   45.8
  MIPS                                                       215               53                                    35.1   24.2   61.1                                       50.8   40.3
  RiceGAAS                                                   848               52                                    35.1   6.1    70.2                                       18.0   22.9
  TriAnnot, full analysis[^3^](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}   292               80                                    54.0   27.4   76.1                                       53.1   49.5
  TriAnnot, SIMsearch analysis only                          128               72                                    48.6   56.2   71.2                                       84.4   63.7

*^1^TP = number of true positive genes*.

^2^Fitness = (*Sn*G × *Sp*G × *Sn*E × *Sp*E)^0.25^~.~

*^3^SIMsearch, EuGene (Augustus-wheat + wheat-ESTs + SIMnuc + SIMprot) and Augustus*.

*Two analyses are shown for the TriAnnot pipeline: (1) a full analysis that follows the three approaches: SIMsearch (similarities), EuGene (combiner), and *ab initio*; (2) an analysis based only of the first approach: SIMsearch (similarities)*.

*For SIMnuc and SIMprot see Table S2 in Supplementary Material. SnG, sensitivity at the gene level; SpG, specificity at the gene level; SnE = sensitivity at the exon level; SpE, specificity at the exon level. FPGP, flowering plant gene picker (<http://fpgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/>); RiceGAAS, rice genome automated annotation system (<http://ricegaas.dna.affrc.go.jp/>); MIPS, MIPS plant genomics group (<http://mips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/proj/plant/jsf/index.jsp>)*.

### Re-annotation of rice chromosome 1 using TriAnnot

To confirm the robustness of TriAnnot and demonstrate its potential for application to other plant genomes, we wanted to evaluate the performance of the pipeline on a reference genome sequence. For this analysis, we selected rice chromosome 1 (∼45 Mb) and used the IRGSP/RAP build5 as a reference sequence (released on December 2009, last updated on August 2010). The comparison was performed using the 4,848 "representative" gene models (RAP3_locus_chr01.gff3) that correspond to evidence-based models. The 1,138 "predicted" gene models (predicted_orf_chrom01.fna) that correspond only to *ab initio* predictions were excluded (masked). The IRGSP/RAP build5 dataset gives several spliced predicted variants for a given gene (837 genes have more than one mRNA) and here, the longest mRNA was selected as a reference. In addition, we observed that 207 "genes" had no CDS (annotated as non-protein-coding gene or transcript) while 9 genes contained at least one exon corresponding to a single nucleotide. These genes were removed resulting in 4,632 "representative" gene models that were used as a reference for the TriAnnot analyses. A first analysis was performed in optimal conditions, i.e., with all rice databanks including the reference annotation. Similarity search (SIMsearch module) was performed with the rice and Poaceae FL-cDNA, annotated CDS from genome annotation of rice (IRGSP and MSU) and *Brachypodium*, NCBI RefSeq protein databank and, the rice proteome and proteins derived from the IRGSP and MSU annotations. *ab initio* gene prediction was performed using augustus with a maize matrix (no rice matrix available). Finally, the combined analysis was performed with EuGene using the above mentioned databanks and rice ESTs. A second analysis was performed without the IRGSP build5 (i.e., without CDS and protein derived from rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotations). Sensitivity (*Sn*) and Specificity (*Sp*) of the two analyses were evaluated using Eval as described previously for the wheat data (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

Out of the 4,632 representative gene models, TriAnnot predicted 3,885 and 3,387 genes in analysis 1 and 2, respectively (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). As expected, less genes (∼500) were predicted with analysis 2 compared to analysis 1, resulting in less true positive genes: 2,050 in analysis 2 versus 2,368 in analysis 1. Interestingly, the main impact concerned the sensitivity, the specificity remaining almost the same in both analyses (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The fitness was of 66.2% for analysis 1 and 62.3% for analysis 2 (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). To determine the origin of the discrepancy between the results obtained by TriAnnot in analysis 1 and the IRGSP/RAP build5 dataset, we re-examined the 4,632 "representative" rice gene models. Among those, 862 derived-proteins showed inconsistencies: 50 had no start and stop codons, 86 had a start codon but no stop codon, and 726 had a stop codon without a start codon and likely correspond to pseudogenes. Because TriAnnot does not annotate pseudogenes automatically, the pipeline could not predict these 862 genes. In addition, 22 genes appeared to correspond to TEs. After removal of these 884 "genes," the rice dataset comprised 3,748 genes of which 3,121 (83.3%) were predicted by TriAnnot. 2,017 (53.8%) of them were predicted with perfect coordinates. It is not possible to determine the exact number of not perfectly predicted genes since Eval does not distinguish them from missing or additional genes. It is likely that this number is close to the ∼40% observed in the wheat analysis. All together, these results demonstrate that TriAnnot can be used efficiently to annotate and curate genome sequence from other plant species.

###### 

**Evaluation of the TriAnnot fitness for the annotation of rice chromosome 1 using the IRGSP/RAP build5 dataset**.

                                                                                 Predicted genes   TP[^1^](#tfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   Gene   Exon   Fitness[^2^](#tfn5){ref-type="table-fn"}          
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------------------------------------------ ------ ------
  Analysis 1: 4,632 rice genes -- with rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotation      3,885             2,368                                 51.1   60.9   74.5                                       82.8   66.2
  Analysis 2: 4,632 rice genes -- without rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotation   3,387             2,050                                 44.3   60.5   69.2                                       81.2   62.3
  Analysis 3: 3,748 rice genes -- without rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotation   3,121             2,017                                 53.8   64.6   72.2                                       81.9   67.4

*^1^TP = number of true positive genes*.

*^2^Fitness = (*Sn*G × *Sp*G × *Sn*E × *Sp*E)^0.25^*.

*The TriAnnot annotation is compared with different sets of representative rice gene models using Eval as described for wheat. Analysis 1 and 2 were performed on a "corrected" dataset of 4,632 gene models. Analysis 1 included databases for rice comprising the IRGSP and MSU genome annotations whereas analysis 2 was conducted in less optimal conditions (i.e., without rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotations). A second "corrected" set of 3,748 rice genes models was used to perform analysis 3 without the rice IRGSP and MSU genome annotations. The sensitivity (*Sn*), specificity (*Sp*), and fitness values are expressed in percentage*.

Discussion and Perspectives
===========================

TriAnnot provides a versatile resource for large genome sequence annotation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The TriAnnot project aimed at developing an annotation pipeline with architectural and computing capacities that enable the efficient automated annotation of large and complex genomes and that could be adapted to different scales of analysis. The largest plant genome sequenced and annotated to date is the 2.5-Gb maize genome (Schnable et al., [@B53]). In this case, the annotation was not performed using a single automated pipeline but through a large series of individual programs dedicated to specific features. For example, the TEs fraction that represents the majority of the maize sequence was annotated either by iterative BLAST searches to identify and mask highly represented families, or through searches with individual programs for specific elements (Helitrons, LINES, MULES, or LTR retrotransposons). The sequences were masked using the MIPs REdat v4.3 library and used to predict genes with a combination of the Gramene evidence-based gene build pipeline and/or FGeneSH *ab initio* predictions (Schnable et al., [@B53]). With the ongoing revolution in sequencing technologies, it is now feasible to sequence *de novo* \>3 Gb genomes at reasonable costs. While whole genome approaches remain problematic for large and complex genomes, reference sequences can be obtained using BAC pools of a MTP thereby reducing cost without losing essential information (Rounsley et al., [@B46]). Thus, it is very likely that in the next few years, *de novo* sequencing of large genomes will become more popular and will be performed by groups that may not be as large as the consortia which sequenced the rice and maize genomes. Even in cases where large sequencing centers produce the sequence, international collaborative projects in which individual groups want to perform and monitor the annotation personally will take place. This is already underway for the wheat genome sequencing project in which individual laboratories are in charge of individual chromosomes[^25^](#fn25){ref-type="fn"}. Annotation remains a challenge for wheat chromosomes that are each two to three times larger than any model plant genome sequenced thus far and the cluster-based version of TriAnnot with its capacity to analyze 1 Gb of sequence in less than a week will greatly support the annotation of the wheat genome. Already, this version of TriAnnot is being utilized to annotate the chromosome 3B sequence and is available for other groups worldwide.

TriAnnot is not only limited to annotating the wheat genome. As demonstrated with the re-annotation of rice chromosome 1, the TriAnnot pipeline can be used for other species with good performances. First, it can be used to quickly re-annotate reference sequences taking the advantage of new biological evidence that are present in the databanks used by TriAnnot (updated regularly) and were not available to the communities at the time of the reference annotation release. Second, and most importantly, TriAnnot can be adapted for the *de novo* annotation of new genomes. In this case, optimal annotation will be obtained if predictors can be trained with the specific datasets and the related databanks are fed into TriAnnot.

TriAnnot V4: Getting better, broader, deeper, and faster
--------------------------------------------------------

### Improving annotation

TEannot is one of the unique features of TriAnnot compared to other pipelines for TEs annotation. To date, it is performing well on the *Drosophila* and *Arabidopsis* model genomes (Flutre et al., [@B23]) but it needs to be further improved to cope with the complexity of the nested TE organization in the wheat genome. TEannot belongs to the REPET package (Quesneville et al., [@B44]) together with TEdenovo, another pipeline that identifies new TEs families (Flutre et al., [@B23]). TEdenovo will be used on the wheat chromosome 3B sequence to implement a dedicated databank (TREPcons) that will be utilized to improve the accuracy of TEannot for TEs annotation and masking in wheat.

TriAnnot uses homology-based methods, gene prediction and a combination of the two to provide a single gene model with a priority given to homology searches against biological evidences. This and the quality index that is attached with the annotation to provide the biologists with information about the type of evidence which supports the gene models are other unique features of TriAnnot compared to existing pipelines. Although the evaluation results indicate that TriAnnot is providing a robust automated annotation, it can still be improved to increase the sensitivity and, most importantly, boost the specificity by reducing the amount of FPs. The main improvement will come from enhanced training of the *ab initio* predictors augustus and EuGene. EuGene is a powerful *ab initio* predictor that efficiently combines biological evidences. It has been used for the annotation of *A. thaliana* (Moskal et al., [@B37]), *Medicago truncatula*[^26^](#fn26){ref-type="fn"}, *Theobroma cacao* (Argout et al., [@B3]), the brown algae *Ectocarpus* (Cock et al., [@B12]), and *Ostreococcus tauri* (Derelle et al., [@B14]). Augustus (Stanke and Waack, [@B57]) also combines *ab initio* predictions and biological evidences and it has been used to annotate genomes such as *Aspergillus sojae* (Sato et al., [@B50]) and *Schistosoma japonicum* (Brejova et al., [@B6]). As few wheat genomic sequences were available in the public databases until now, a relevant training dataset, e.g., with more than 300 representative genes, could not be established and the performances of these two predictors have been limited. Currently, augustus is used only as an *ab initio* gene prediction program and EuGene only as a combiner. With the genomic sequences that will soon be available from the chromosome 3B (1 Gb) sequencing project[^27^](#fn27){ref-type="fn"} and the transcript sequences that are available already for wheat (17,525 FL-cDNA (NCBI/EBI and Riken) + 1,067,223 EST), training sets will be created and a "EuGene-wheat" and an "augustus-wheat" will be established. After training and evaluation, the best combiner will be selected eventually and used as the main program in future versions of TriAnnot. While TriAnnot V3.5 has been optimized for wheat sequence annotation with default parameters (Table S3 in Supplementary Material), a customized interface will be available in the near future to allow each user to define or import his own procedure via the upload of the "step.xml" file.

Accuracy of the annotation depends also on the capacity to identify unknown TEs and pseudo genes. *Ab initio* prediction programs often annotate these features as genes thereby increasing the number of FPs and decreasing the specificity of the annotation. PPFINDER (Van Baren and Brent, [@B59]) may help to remove fragments of processed pseudo genes from predictions (Brent, [@B7]) and it will be implemented and tested in future versions of the TriAnnot pipeline.

With the advent of the NGS platforms, functional analyses are increasingly performed through RNA-Seq experiments (Wang et al., [@B60]). These data are also of great value to support structural annotation and we will integrate new programs in TriAnnot to take advantage of the RNA-Seq data that are currently under production for wheat in different projects worldwide. New versions of EuGene (Schiex, personal communication) and augustus[^28^](#fn28){ref-type="fn"} that will integrate RNA-Seq data analysis are currently under development.

Synteny-based annotation will also be improved. To date, TriAnnot only identifies the best hit between a gene model and other plant genomes. In the near future, all possible orthologs/paralogs will be displayed in a new "Genome mapping" panel (Panel V, Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Two other panels dedicated to phylogenetic analysis (Panel VI) and "metabolic pathway" (Panel VII) mapping will also be developed (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In Panel VI, gene models will be mapped on pre-calculated phylogenetic trees to enable the rapid identification of putative orthologous and paralogous relationships for the gene models. Panel VII will map gene models on pre-calculated metabolic pathways, such as RiceCyc and SorghumCyc[^29^](#fn29){ref-type="fn"}, to provide hypotheses about the potential biological function of the gene models.

Finally, in the past decade, various groups of ncRNAs (Ren, [@B45]) have been identified as genome features that are essential for the regulation of gene expression. TriAnnot will integrate a new package, "rnaspace[^30^](#fn30){ref-type="fn"}," to support the identification of non-protein-coding RNA (ncRNA). This will enable, in particular, the identification and mapping of microRNAs (miRNAs) that have been shown to regulate gene expression in plants (Jones-Rhoades et al., [@B26]; Meyers et al., [@B36]) and to play a major role in plant development (Chitwood and Timmermans, [@B10]).

### Enhancing genetic marker design

The vision of the TriAnnot project is to provide tools that help scientists and breeders rapidly mine genome sequence information for marker development and accelerate marker-assisted selection programs. Sequencing pilot projects showed the potential of the wheat genome sequence for high-throughput marker design. For example Choulet et al. ([@B11]) indicated a density of about one SSR every 13.1 kb. To date, TriAnnot identifies SSR motives in Panel IV but the automated design of primers is not implemented yet. This will be done in the near future with the addition of the in-house developed *SSRdesign* program that produces a tabulated output file which can be used easily to order primers. Additionally, a new type of marker based on the identification of junctions between TEs has been developed recently (Paux et al., [@B42]). A program, *ISBPfinder*, dedicated to the automated design of ISBPs has been developed and preliminary experiments show that it can define one ISBP marker per 3.8 kb on average (Paux et al., [@B40]). *ISBPfinder* will also be integrated in TriAnnot Panel IV.

### Improving query length size and on line expertise

With a computing cluster comprising 712 CPU units and 50 TB of disk storage, TriAnnot can run on a fully parallelized system and launch analysis of ∼100 BACs, contigs, or scaffolds at the same time. At present, the maximal query sequence length than can be annotated by TriAnnot is 3 Mb, and to be annotated, large sequences are split in fragments of 1--3 Mb (depending of cluster power and parallelization optimization). This approach has been followed to re-annotate the 45-Mb of the rice chromosome 1 in this study. In future versions of TriAnnot we intend to implement a "sliding window" system that should enable the annotation of much larger size sequences, perhaps as much as the 1-Gb wheat chromosome 3B pseudomolecule at once.

Another essential feature of an easy-to-use annotation pipeline is that its output formats enable efficient manual curation of the data. This task has been simplified by the Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) project[^31^](#fn31){ref-type="fn"} which provides a generic genome database scheme and genome visualization tools. Therefore, a common thread of each TriAnnot module is that computational evidence is translated from the native annotation program output into the standard general feature format GFF[^32^](#fn32){ref-type="fn"} and, in turn, the GFF files are formatted for loading the annotation results into relational databases (e.g., CHADO) that enable online manual curation through ARTEMIS or APOLLO[^33^](#fn33){ref-type="fn"} graphical editors. This system, however, will rapidly become limiting with the exponential growth of sequence data. Further, integrated environments, such as the "Bioinformatics Online Genome Annotation System" (BOGAS) developed at the VIB Institute in Gent, Belgium[^34^](#fn34){ref-type="fn"}, will need to be taken into consideration to maintain manual curation efficiency.

Conclusion
==========

Genome annotation is a continuous process (e.g., five versions of the rice genome have been released so far) and TriAnnot which is hosted by a sustainable bioinformatics platform at the INRA URGI will also enable ongoing community annotation. The preliminary phase of the TriAnnot project, to provide the international wheat community with an efficient, user-friendly, online pipeline for the annotation of the sequence of the 21 bread wheat chromosomes under the umbrella of the IWGSC, has been accomplished. Even though improvement is still needed for training the predictors with wheat data, TriAnnot is operational already and in use for the 3BSEQ project[^35^](#fn35){ref-type="fn"} which will serve as the proof of concept and will assist in the continuing improvement of TriAnnot pipeline for additional wheat chromosomes and plant genome annotation projects. As demonstrated here, TriAnnot can be easily adapted to other plant species with minor modifications.

TriAnnot Accessibility
======================

Project Name: TriAnnot.

Login/password request: <http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Species/Wheat/Triannot-Pipeline/Help.>

Project Home Page: <http://www.clermont.inra.fr/triannot/> with a full and precise description of the TriAnnot pipeline architecture, regularly updated.

The source code is available upon request to triannot-support\@clermont.inra.fr.

Programming language: Perl and Python.

Dependencies: bioinformatics programs (see Table S1 in Supplementary Material); Databanks (see Table S2 in Supplementary Material); Oracle Grid Engine; MySQL database.
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